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Two 10-mil layers of Gel Coat
Note: Too thick of gel coat can lead to 
hair line cracks in the surface. 

1.5 oz Strand Mat
(three layers)

24 oz Woven Roving
(two layers)

Tarson Fiberglass Premier pools uses only the 
highest grade materials in the fiber-glass 

industry. For our gel coat surface we offer a 

Polycor 960 Shimmer series. Which has been 

specifically formulated for the swimming pool 

industry. All of Tarson fiberglass pools are 

backed with Corezyn, an industry leading vinyl 

ester resin. This forms a water proof, corrosion 

barrier. We then add four layer fiberglass 

chopped roving and two layers of hand laid 18 

oz. woven roving. Every pool is then braced, 

we add vertical supports using Balsa wood 

because it is low-density but high in strength.

Fiberglass Premier Pools 



Affordable/Eco-Friendly

Fiberglass pools cost around 20% or less compared to concrete 
pools. The ongoing cost is also significantly lower due to less main-
tenance, chemicals & energy consumption and no liners to replace. 
Fiberglass acts as a natural insulator, requiring less electric/gas to 

heat the pool. 

Tarson Fiberglass Premier pools come with a limited Lifetime 
warranty, covering the structure and surface of the pool. By 
choosing a Tarson Fiberglass Premier pool you also choose 
peace of mind along with 100% customer satisfaction since 
1976. Many of Tarson Fiberglass Premier pools have been in 

the ground for 30 years or more and are still in service.

Fast Installation

Installing Fiberglass pools take as little as two days 
compared to other pools which take an average of 

two months.

Durability

Fiberglass is extremely durable and can withstand 
seasonal weather conditions.

Gentle & Clean

The nonabrasive finish of the gel coat is smooth and 
nonporous preventing growth of mold and algae 
which in turn means less time cleaning and fewer 

chemicals for your family.

Beauty

We offer customizable options for you to choose 
from to create your backyard paradise.

Made in the USA

Hayward, Hayward Energy Solutions, ColorLogic and CrystaLogic are registered trademarks of Hayward Industries, Inc.© 2014 Hayward Industries, Inc. LITACLISS14A

Color Every Corner of your Oasis.

Put your backyard in the spotlight.

Bringing your backyard and water features to life at night is easier than ever with Pentair Color 
LED Lights. These versatile lights are bright enough to light an entire pool or spa, or highlight 
more focused features such as waterfalls, spillovers, or even palm trees or walkways. Pentair 
lights make it easy to set the theme for your backyard—whether it be for a romantic evening, a 
holiday party, or the big game this Sunday. Discover how these vibrant lights can spill brilliant 
color into every corner of your backyard environment to transform it before your eyes.

Performance
Pentair Color LED Pool, Spa and 
Backyard. Lights last 10 times 
longer than incandescent bulbs.

Low-Voltage
Pentair Color LED Pool, Spa and 
Backyard. Lights are low-voltage 
and UL-listed for safe wall and 
floor installation.

Energy Savings 
Save money on energy costs by 
switching to LED lighting.

To take a closer look at ColorLogic or CrystaLogic 320 & 160 LED Lights, go to hayward.com or call 1-888-HAYWARD.

Dazzling Light Shows

Access 101 colors and 11 color-
changing shows when networked 

with Hayward Automation.

Tile

We offer a selection of standard perimeter tile 
and corresponding accent tiles to make your pool 

unique.

Shimmer Series

The Shimmer Series adds deep, vibrant color and 
enhanced flare to the pool’s finish.

Standard Gel Coat

Blue Rustic
Maya Arctic White

White Pool Blue

Pacific
Blue

Navy
Blue

Fiberglass Premier Pools 

SAm Mode: 
Cycles through the 
color spectrum of the 
SAm Light

Party Mode: 
Rapid color changing 
builds energy and 
excitement

Romance Mode:
Slow transition for a  
mesmerizing and 
calming routine

California Sunset Mode: 
Dramatic transitions of 
orange, red and magenta 
tones

American Mode: 
Patriotic red, white 
and blue transition

Caribbean Mode: 
Transitions between 
a variety of blues 
and greens

Royal Mode: 
Cycle that selects 
only rich, deep tones 
of color




